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A LEARNING APPROACH TO OBTAIN EFFICIENT TESTING STRATEGIES 
IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS 
 
Saif Fakih 
ABSTRACT 
Determining the most efficient use of diagnostic tests is one of the 
complex issues facing the medical practitioners. It is generally accepted that 
excessive use of tests is common practice in medical diagnosis. Many tests are 
performed even though the incremental knowledge gained does not affect the 
course of diagnosis. With the soaring cost of healthcare in the US, there is a 
critical need for cutting costs of diagnostic tests, while achieving a higher level of 
diagnostic accuracy. Various decision making tools assisting physicians in 
diagnosis management have been presented to the literature. One such method, 
called analytical hierarchy process, utilize a multilevel structure of decision 
criterion for sequential pair wise comparison of available test choices. Many of 
the decision-analytic methods are based on Bayes’ theory and decision trees. 
These methods use threshold treatment probabilities and performance 
characteristics of the tests, such as true-positive rate and false-positive rates, to 
choose among the available alternatives. Sequential testing approaches tend to 
elongate the diagnosis process, whereas the parallel testing approach generally 
involves higher number of tests. 
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This research is focused on developing a machine learning based 
methodology for finding an efficient testing strategy for medical diagnosis. The 
method, based on the patient parameters (both observed and tested), 
recommends test(s) with the objective of optimizing a measure of performance 
for the diagnosis process. The performance measure is a combined cost of the 
testing, the risk and discomfort associated with the tests and the time taken to 
reach diagnosis. The performance measure also considers the diagnostic ability 
of the tests. The methodology is developed combining tools from the fields of 
data mining (rough set theory, in particular), utility theory, Markov decision 
processes (MDP), and reinforcement learning (RL). The rough set theory is used 
in extracting diagnostic information in the form of rules from the medical 
databases.  Utility theory is used to bring three non-homogenous measures (cost 
of testing, risk and discomfort and diagnostic ability) into one cost based 
measure of performance. The MDP framework along with an RL algorithm 
facilitates obtaining efficient testing strategies. The methodology is implemented 
on a sample problem of diagnosing Solitary Pulmonary Nodule (SPN). The 
results obtained are compared with those from four other approaches. It is shown 
that the RL based methodology holds significant promise in improving the 
performance of diagnostic process. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Diagnostic tests extend the information base beyond what is usually 
obtained through a physical examination and from medical history. They allow 
the doctor to obtain a deeper insight of the patient’s medical condition. New and 
advanced diagnostic tests and tools are constantly being introduced to facilitate 
better understanding and treatment of disease, injury, and congenital or acquired 
abnormalities  
Diagnosis of a disease and its treatment are not separate processes. 
Although correct diagnosis helps narrow the appropriate treatment choices, it is 
often the case that treatment must be pursued without knowing the underlying 
patient state with certainty. The reason being the diagnostic process is not a one 
shot activity and it requires additional information about the underlying disease or 
problem. This may delay the treatment and make the patient’s outcome worse. 
The process is often made more complex by the uncertainty associated with the 
patient’s reaction to different treatment choices and also the high costs 
associated with various diagnostic (investigative) alternatives. Thus, in the 
course of patient management, one need to carefully evaluate the benefits of 
possible diagnostic and treatment steps with regards to the overarching theme of 
patient’s well being. 
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The diagnosis can be defined as the description of a health problem in 
terms of known diseases, and the diagnostic process is a set of actions needed 
to obtain the diagnosis. Since a diagnostic process has various technical, 
organizational, and economical aspects, it can be defined from an optimization 
point of view as follows [1].  
The diagnostic process consist of a number of tests/procedures, individualized 
for a specific patient, that are sequenced in order to minimize 
• the duration of the diagnostic process as a whole, 
• waiting time between individual test or procedure, 
• the overall cost of the process, and 
• the risk and discomfort associated with the tests/procedures. 
The actions in a diagnostic process involve 
• determining the appropriate sequence of the tests/procedures, 
• performing the selected test/procedure, and 
• evaluating the results of performed examinations in order to reach a 
diagnosis. 
Hence, the objective of improving a diagnostic process could be to 
optimize a utility measure that can be defined as a function of the costs of the 
tests and/or procedures, the risk and discomfort associated with the tests, the 
diagnostic ability of the tests and the time taken by the process. 
1.1 Diagnostic tests and health care economics 
United States has the best medical research and the best scientist and 
physicians since World War II. Although, it offers the best medical care in the 
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world, there is an inexorable push to modify the way health care is delivered and 
financed. One of the major factors is the rising cost of health care.  
Since 1960, healthcare costs have been rising on a very steep curve and  
 
Figure 1. Average annual growth of national health expenditure 
 
 
Figure 2. National health expenditure as percentage of GDP 
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annual rate of 7.3 percent (Figure 1) reaching $3.1 trillion. This increase would 
bring health care spending to approximately 17.7 percent of GDP by 2012, up 
from its 2002 share of 14.8 (Figure 2).  
Some of the major factors causing health care cost inflation are listed as follows.  
• U.S. demographics – increasing portion of population over the age of 65 
• Waste of resources by fraud and abuse of administrative structure and 
errors in accounting which approximates to 15% of the total costs 
• Physician behavior, including 
o Defensive medicine: the ordering of tests, procedures and visits or 
avoidance of certain procedures or patients due to concerns of 
about medical malpractice liability risk, which is estimated to cost 
more than $50 billion per year. 
o Need for more information: Medical educators have spent the past 
50 years ingraining into physicians that more information is better 
o Diagnostic uncertainty: The desire to order diagnostic tests or 
procedure by a physician to boost confidence and reduce certainty; 
against incremental cost 
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Figure 3. Breakdown of personal healthcare expenditure 
This is also visible from the breakdown of expenditure for 2003 (figure 3) 
that shows physicians and hospitals directly consuming 61 percent of the total 
expenditure and are areas in which health care spending must be constrained.  
1.2 Diagnostic tests and defensive medicine 
Defensive medicine is an increasingly common practice that exacts huge 
costs, in both fiscal and human terms. For more than two decades many 
physicians, researchers and government officials have claimed it to be the most 
damaging and costly research of medical malpractice system. Defensive 
medicine [2] occurs when doctors order tests, procedures or visits, or avoid high- 
risk patients or procedures to reduce their exposure to malpractice liability. When 
physicians do extra tests or procedures to primarily reduce malpractice liability, 
they are practicing positive defensive medicine. When they are avoiding certain 
patients or procedures, they are practicing negative defensive medicine. 
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Over the period of time, many procedures performed out of the conscious 
concerns about liability may become so ingrained in the customary practice that 
the physician is no longer aware of the original motivation for doing them and 
come to believe that such practices are medically indicated. Thus, although 
physicians may practice conscious defensive medicine in a limited set of clinical 
situations, additional defensive practices may result from the cumulative 
response of the medical profession to malpractice system. It can also exist when 
it acts together with other motivations such as belief in procedures effectiveness 
or desire to reduce medical un-certainty or financial gains.  Particularly, when the 
medical consequences of being wrong are severe, as in the case of a life 
threatening or debilitating disease or condition for which early diagnosis would 
mean better or more effective treatment, then the desire for certainty, and the 
tests that can increase it, grows. Thus, the frequency of test ordering at any 
given probability of disease should be higher in patients suspected of having 
diseases that are more serious. Some of the factors affecting the amount of 
defensive medicine are as follows. 
• New technology: Perception of increasing risks may arise from continual 
development of new diagnostic tools and improved therapy for serious 
conditions. With new medical technology, physician may have greater 
uncertainty the appropriate indications for its use and would therefore feel 
more concern for the potential for liability. 
• Changing consequences of malpractice suits: Recent federal and state 
laws requiring reporting of malpractice claims to a central repository may 
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increase the professional and financial significance of even a single 
lawsuit in the minds of physicians.  
1.3 Decision making involved in diagnostic processes 
A physician is visited by patients due to presence of symptoms or due to 
the feeling of ill health. The patient would want to know the reason for the 
symptom and wants it eliminated quickly and painlessly. The physician’s task is 
to either discover the cause of the symptom or rule out the possibility of a serious 
disease. In this diagnosis process, decision making is involved in three different 
areas. 
• With initial symptoms and examinations, the physician may postulate more 
than one diagnostic hypothesis. The physician often narrows down the list 
and chooses to pursue one hypothesis at a time. The choice is made 
based on the probability the presence of the disease and the urgency of 
treating it. It also depends on the expertise of the physician, his\her prior 
experience on a similar case, etc.  
• The physician uses clinical findings to confirm the selected hypothesis. 
This is usually done by ordering diagnostic tests and/or procedures. 
Depending on the circumstance, there could be a wide number of choices 
of tests\procedures available to confirm the hypothesis. The physician 
decides on the strategy to choose for the hypothesis. 
• Using the results of the tests and/or procedures, the physician has to 
decide either to accept or discard to the current hypothesis.   
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Our main focus in this research is to develop a procedure to determine an 
effective strategy of obtaining additional information from diagnostic tests and/or 
procedures in order to complete the diagnosis process.  
1.4 Different methods of test selection for the diagnosis process 
There are two basic approaches of ordering diagnostic test and/or procedures. 
• Sequential approach 
• Parallel approach 
In a sequential approach, physician orders tests and/or procedures one at a 
time. The results are obtained and analyzed and its affect on the process of 
diagnosis documented. There is a possibility of confirmation of the diagnostic 
hypothesis by the test/ procedure ordered by the physician. If not, the physician 
may order more tests. The approach has following advantages and 
disadvantages. 
Advantages: 
• Avoidance of unnecessary test and/or procedures saves dollars 
• The patient can be shielded from the risk and discomfort cause by the test 
and/or procedure 
Disadvantages: 
• The physician needs to select an appropriate choice among the given 
alternatives sequence, lack of which could lead to missed diagnosis 
• The time elapsed between the tests may not be good for the patient 
• Prolonged stay in the health care institution before the whole process is 
completed 
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In parallel testing, all the tests are ordered at once and then from the data 
obtained, the physician deduces the most likely diagnosis. This method is more 
costly as the knowledge obtained from the tests may be redundant. It may also 
put strain on the institution’s resources. 
Let us look at the example of meningoencephalitis, a neurological disease 
that affects dura sheet, a covering on the brain, which causes severe 
inflammation in dura [3]. One of the most important problems occurring when 
dealing with meningoencephalitis is to make a differential diagnosis between 
bacterial and viral infections as soon as possible. The treatments for the above 
infections are independent and the bacterial infection treatment is not effective 
for viral infection. Thus, immediate diagnosis is crucial requiring appropriate 
choice of laboratory tests. In such a situation, sequential testing may not be a 
good choice as valuable time may be wasted before the physician can reach 
diagnosis and start the treatment.  
Another example is pulmonary embolism, which is often caused by deep 
vein thrombosis [4]. A pulmonary embolism is a blockage in an artery in the lungs 
caused by an embolus (a free-floating blood clot) that travels through the blood 
vessels (usually from a vein in a leg or in the pelvic area) to the lungs. Pulmonary 
embolism causes damage to lung tissue, disrupts proper functioning of the 
damaged lung, and can cause death. Various tests are available for its diagnosis 
such as angiography, ventilation-perfusion nuclear medicine scans, contrast and 
radionuclide venography, sonography and doppler sonography, computed 
tomography, etc. All the tests are expensive and most of them have high 
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morbidity and mortality associated with the procedure especially angiography 
which is considered to be the gold standard for diagnosis and still not a preferred 
choice. Thus, parallel testing would be a bad choice in this case and the 
physician as well as the patient would perhaps prefer a sequential diagnosis with 
minimal number of tests. 
1.5 Problem and research approach 
 As seen in the examples given in the previous section, both testing 
strategies have pros and cons. The best strategy would be to combine both 
techniques, that is, to sequentially order a set of tests customized for each case. 
This research attempts to develop an approach by combining Rough Set theory, 
Utility Theory, Markov Decision Process (MDP) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) 
in order to optimize the diagnostic process. 
Rough set theory would be used to mine medical dataset consisting of old 
cases to obtain decision rules. These rules would be used to determine the set of 
tests to be conducted on a patient for the given medical state. It is apparent that 
for a given state there could be more than one option and the choice would be 
dependent on the cost function obtained using utility theory. This cost function 
would account for the dollars spent for conducting the test and the diagnostic 
performance of the test. The results obtained by the application of these two 
theories would serve as an input to MDP framework, used to model the given 
diagnostic process. An RL algorithm is developed to efficiently solve the MDP 
model and derive testing strategies. 
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1.6 Existing computer systems in diagnostic process 
Various computer systems have been developed and are further 
enhanced to assist clinicians in the process of diagnosis, typically with the 
intention that it would be used during a clinical encounter with a patient. 
Diagnostic process can benefits from these systems which can assist doctors to 
analyze medical data in improving diagnostic accuracy. Dxplain and Iliad are 
couple of such systems in routine use. 
Dxplain, an example of clinical decision support systems, was developed 
at the Massachusetts General Hospital (Barnett et al., 1987). It is used to assist 
in the process of diagnosis, taking a set of clinical findings including signs, 
symptoms, and laboratory data and then produces a ranked list of diagnoses. 
DXplain is in routine use at a number of hospitals and medical schools, mostly for 
clinical education purposes, but is also available for clinical consultation. 
Iliad has been under development at the University of Utah, School of 
Medicine's Dept. of Medical Informatics, for several years. Iliad uses Bayesian 
reasoning to calculate the posterior probabilities of various diagnoses under 
consideration, given the findings present in a case. Iliad which was developed 
primarily for diagnosis in Internal Medicine is currently used as a teaching tool for 
medical students 
As more and more hospitals take advantage of the power of computers and 
begin to store medical data in digital formats, computer based technologies can 
provide useful aids to assist the physician in the diagnosis of many diseases 
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1.7 Outline of the thesis 
 This chapter introduces various aspects of decision making as related to 
the process of medical diagnosis. It also discusses some of the factors affecting 
the diagnostic process such as healthcare economics, defensive medicine, etc. 
Chapter 2 gives an overview of various data mining techniques and their 
application in the medical domain. Applications of Rough Set theory in medical 
diagnosis   are also discussed. In chapter 3, the problem is revisited and the 
research objectives and the research objectives outlined. Also, various 
assumptions and inputs to the research are enumerated. Chapter 4 would 
involve the actual model building process and provide the solution methodology 
for the problem. Chapter 5 will provide implementation details for the solution 
methodology and results would be presented in chapter 6. And finally, 
conclusions and future research directions would be provided in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Data mining in medicine 
Medical informatics has become an integral part of successful medical 
institution. Modern hospitals and health care institutions are well equipped with 
monitoring and other data collection devices which provide relatively inexpensive 
means to collect and store data in inter and intra-hospital information systems. 
The increase in data volume causes great difficulties in extracting useful 
information for decision support particularly when data analysis is conducted 
manually. To overcome this problem, medical informatics use the technologies 
developed in the new interdisciplinary field of knowledge discovery in databases 
(KDD) or data mining, encompassing statistical, pattern recognition, machine 
learning, and visualization tools to support the analysis of data and the discovery 
of regularities that are encoded within the data. 
KDD typically consisting of the following steps [5]: 
• understanding the domain, forming the dataset and cleaning the data 
• extracting regularities hidden in the data and formulating knowledge in the 
form of patterns or rules which is the meat of the overall KDD process and 
is usually referred to as data mining  
• post-processing of discovered knowledge and exploiting the results. 
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The knowledge obtained from the KDD process can be used to directly or 
indirectly enhance the provision of healthcare. For example, in clinical settings it 
can act as an intelligent assistant that tries to bridge the gap between data 
collection and data comprehension and help physician perform his/her task more 
efficiently and effectively. A physician, with the right information at his disposal at 
the right time, would be in a better position to reach correct decisions or perform 
correct actions within the given time constraint. Raw data as such are of little 
value since their sheer volume and/or the very specific level at which they are 
expressed make their utilization in the context of problem solving impossible. But, 
a good data mining procedure on this very data set can convert it to a wealth of 
information that can be used to support decision making in patient management. 
2.2 History of data mining in medical decision making 
Even though data mining has gained popularity in recent years, its 
underlying algorithms have been used since early eighties, particularly in the 
advancement of medical expert systems. In the late seventy’s and early eighties, 
the development of medical expert systems was mainly focused at supporting 
diagnostic decision making in specialized medical domain. This work was 
pioneered by MYCIN [6], an expert system developed at Stanford in 1970, whose 
job was to diagnose and recommend treatment for certain blood infections. It was 
followed by numerous other efforts leading to specialized diagnostic and 
prognostic systems, many of which were developed for supporting diagnosis in 
internal medicine [7, 8]. However, during this early stage of expert system 
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research, problems such as knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, 
reasoning and explanation were encountered. 
From the early days of expert systems, rules were proposed as a prime 
formalism for expressing knowledge in a symbolic way. They have undisputed 
advantages of simplicity, uniformity, transparency and ease of inference, that 
over the years have made them one of the most widely adopted approaches for 
representing real world knowledge. Rules elicited from domain experts are 
expressed at the right level of abstraction from the perspective of the expert, and 
are comprehensible to the expert since they are formulations of rules of thumb. 
However, human-defined rules risk capturing the biases of one expert, and 
although each rule individually may appear to form a coherent, modular chunk of 
knowledge, the analysis of rules as an integral whole can reveal inconsistencies, 
gaps, and other deficiencies.  
Thus, knowledge acquisition became the hardest part of the expert system 
development task and was identified as “Feigenbaum bottleneck” [9] in the 
construction of a knowledge base. For the effective use of expert system 
technology a knowledge base needs to be consistent and as complete as 
possible, throughout its deployment and to attain these desirable characteristics, 
manual knowledge maintenance should be facilitated and the system should be 
able to evolve on the basis of its problem solving experience. The limitations of 
the first generation of expert systems coupled with the relatively high costs (in 
human and other terms) involved in acquiring knowledge directly from the 
experts, as well as the fact that databases of example cases started becoming 
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readily available, made the learning of rules from such data especially appealing 
as a more efficient, less biased, and more cost-effective approach. 
In the late eighties and early nineties it became apparent that knowledge 
acquired from experts alone is unsuitable for solving difficult problems, when 
developing decision support systems. The analysis of data gathered in the daily 
practice of experts and stored systematically in databases could play an 
important role to support decision making. This led to the development of early 
machine learning algorithms aimed at the automatic extraction of rules or 
decision trees from data. Early machine learning systems, dealing with real-world 
data which may be erroneous (noisy) and incomplete, include CART, Quinlan’s 
extensions to ID3, ASSISTANT, AQ, and CN2. The C4.5 system [10] is an 
efficient and probably the most popular machine learning system of the nineties.  
Even though rules were extracted using machine learning algorithms, 
experts were actively involved, but in a different and more constructive way. They 
provided example cases, validated rules for comprehensibility and desired quality 
and ensured that the system provided adequate coverage for a particular 
domain. Furthermore, the expert provides important background knowledge for 
focusing and guiding the learning of rules. Irrespective of whether rules were 
learned from data or directly acquired from domain experts attempts were made 
to keep them simple, intuitive and adequately expressive for the purpose of the 
particular application. 
The nineties were characterized by massive data storage and there was a 
need to interpret and understand this data. This led to challenging new areas of 
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KDD and data mining where a major role was played by areas such as machine 
learning, statistics and mathematics with the sole aim of extracting knowledge 
from raw data.  
2.3 Application of different data mining techniques in medicine 
Large collections of medical data are a valuable resource from which 
potentially new and useful knowledge can be discovered through data mining. 
The available datasets are often incomplete (missing data) and noisy 
(erroneous). The methods for extracting meaningful and understandable 
symbolic knowledge are referred to as data mining methods. These methods are 
particularly used to gain insight into the relationships and patterns hidden in the 
data. Of particular value to medicine is the requested accuracy and 
interpretability of the results of data mining. The interpretability may be achieved 
by graphical representation of the data mining results or symbolically expressed 
rules or relationships. 
To increase the chances of getting useful and interpretable results, data 
mining can benefit from medical experts who may specify additional 
(background) knowledge, interact with the mining process, and evaluate its 
results. Only the accurate patterns and relationships that are expressed at the 
right level of abstraction in the vocabulary used by medical experts may be of 
use for a practitioner who will decide whether to adopt and utilize the extracted 
knowledge in daily decision making. The quality assessment of data mining 
methods is based both on the performance (classification and prediction 
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accuracy, misclassification cost, sensitivity, specificity, etc.), as well as the 
understandability and significance of the discovered knowledge. 
Various data mining techniques are used to extract medical knowledge 
aimed at supporting diagnosis, screening, prognosis, monitoring, therapy support 
or overall patient management.  Most frequently applied methods in this context 
are supervised symbolic machine learning methods. For example, effective tools 
for inductive learning exist that can be used to generate understandable 
diagnostic and prognostic rules. Symbolic clustering, discovery of concept 
hierarchies, qualitative model discovery, and learning of probabilistic causal 
networks fit in this framework as well. Sub-symbolic learning and case-based 
reasoning methods can also be classified in the data mining category. Other 
frequently applied sub-symbolic methods are the nearest neighbor method, 
Bayesian classifier, and (non-symbolic) clustering. 
Rule and tree induction are mostly concerned with the analysis of 
classificatory properties of data tables. Data represented in the tables may be 
collected from measurements or acquired from experts. Rows in the table 
correspond to objects (training examples) to be analyzed in terms of their 
properties (attributes) and the class (concept) to which they belong. In a medical 
setting, a concept of interest could be the set of patients with a certain disease or 
outcome. Supervised learning assumes that training examples are classified 
whereas unsupervised learning concerns the analysis of unclassified examples. 
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2.3.1 Rule induction 
2.3.1.1 If – then rules 
These rules are generated by the rule induction system from the given set 
of classified examples. The rules have the form 
If conditions then conclusion 
where conditions part contain one or more attribute tests of the form Ai = vik 
for discrete attributes and Ai < value of Ai > values for continuous attributes. The 
conclusion part has the form C = ci, assigning a particular value ci to the class C. 
An example is covered by a rule if the attribute values of the example fulfill the 
conditions in the IF part of the rule. The following is an example of a generalized 
rule used for early diagnosis of rheumatic disease.  
 
Figure 4. Rule for early diagnosis of rheumatic disease induced by CN2 
If-then rule induction was studied by Michalski [11], and implemented in a 
series of AQ algorithms, for example, the AQ15 system which was also applied 
for the analysis of medical data. Like AQ algorithms, rule induction system CN2, 
which is among the best known of if-then rule learners, also uses the covering 
approach to construct a set of rules for each possible class ci. The covering 
approach works as follows: CN2 constructs a rule that correctly classifies some 
examples, removes the positive examples covered by the rule from the training 
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set and repeats the process until no more examples remain. To construct a 
single rule that classifies examples into class ci, CN2 starts with a rule with an 
empty antecedent (IF part) and the selected class ci as a consequent (THEN 
part). The antecedent of this rule is satisfied by all examples in the training set, 
and not only those of the selected class. CN2 then progressively refines the 
antecedent by adding conditions to it, until only examples of class ci satisfy the 
antecedent. To allow for the handling imperfect data, CN2 may construct a set of 
rules which is imprecise, i.e., does not classify all examples in the training set 
correctly. 
2.3.1.2 Rough sets 
If-then rules can be also induced by using the theory of rough sets 
introduced by Pawlak [12, 13]. Rough sets (RS) are concerned with the analysis 
of classificatory properties of data aimed at approximations of concepts. RS can 
be used both for supervised and unsupervised learning.  
In rough set theory, an information system consists of a data set 
represented as a table, where each row represents a case, an event or simply an 
object. Every column represents an attribute that can be measured for an object. 
More formally, it is a pair A = (U, A) where U is a non-empty finite set of objects 
called the universe and A is a non-empty set of attributes such that  V   U: a a→  
for every a Є A. 
Each object x Є U is assumed to be described by a subset of attributes B, 
B ⊆  A. The basic concept of RS is an indiscernibility relation. Two objects x and 
y are indiscernible on the basis of the available attribute subset B if they have the 
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same values of attributes B. It is usually assumed that this relation is reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive. The set of objects indiscernible from x using attributes 
B forms an equivalence class and is denoted by [x]B. There are extensions of RS 
theory that do not require transitivity to hold. 
Let X⊆U, and let IndB(X) denote a set of equivalence classes of 
examples that are indiscernible, i.e., a set of subsets of examples that cannot be 
distinguished on the basis of attributes in B. The subset of attributes B is 
sufficient for classification if for every [x]B Є IndB(X) all the examples in [x]B 
belong to the same decision class. In this case crisp definitions of classes can be 
induced; otherwise, only ‘rough’ concept definitions can be induced since some 
examples can not be decisively classified. 
The main goal of RS analysis is synthesis of approximations of concepts 
ci. Let X consists of training examples of class ci. X may be approximated using 
only the information contained in B by constructing the B-lower and B-upper 
approximations of X, denoted XB  and BX respectively, where  
BX = { x | x Є X, [x]B ⊆  X} and XB  = {x | x Є X, [x]B I  X ≠  0 }.  
On the basis of the knowledge in B the objects in BX can be classified with 
certainty as members of X, while the objects in XB  can be only classified as 
possible members of X. The set BNB(X) = XB  - BX is called the B-boundary 
region of X thus consisting of those objects that on the basis of the knowledge in 
B cannot be unambiguously classified into X or its complement. The set U - XB  
is called the B-outside region of X and consists of those objects which can be 
with certainty classified as not belonging to X. A set is said to be rough 
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(respectively crisp) if the boundary region is non-empty (respectively empty). The 
boundary region consists of examples that are indiscernible from some examples 
in X and therefore can not be decisively classified into ci; this region consists of 
the union of equivalence classes each of which contains some examples from X 
and some examples not in X. 
A main task of RS analysis is to find minimal subsets of attributes that 
preserve the indiscernibility relation. This is called reduct computation. Decision 
rules are generated from reducts by reading off the values of the attributes in 
each reduct. The main challenge in inducing rules lies in determining which 
attributes should be included in the conditional part of the rule. Rules synthesized 
from the (standard) reducts will usually result in large sets of rules and are likely 
to over-fit the patterns of interest. Instead of standard reducts, attribute sets that 
“almost” preserve the indiscernibility relation are generated. Good results have 
been obtained with dynamic reducts [14] that use a combination of reduct 
computation and statistical resampling. Also, several software tools exists for 
data analysis using rough sets e.g., the Rosetta system, Grobin, Rough Set 
Library (RSL), etc. 
Rough sets have significant number of applications in medicine domain. 
Its list of applications includes extraction of diagnostic rules, image analysis and 
classification of histological pictures, modeling set residuals, EEG signal analysis 
and many others. As Rough sets plays an important role in this thesis, more 
elaborate discussion on rough set methodology and its applications in medical 
diagnosis is provided later in the chapter. 
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2.3.1.3 Association rules 
Association rules have recently received a lot of attention in the data 
mining community for its applications in market-basket analysis. The problem of 
inducing association rules [15] is defined as follows: Given a set of transactions, 
where each transaction is a set of items (i.e., literals of the form Attribute = 
value), an association rule is an expression of the form X Y where X and Y are 
sets of items. The intuitive meaning of such a rule is that transactions in a 
database which contain X tend to contain Y. 
An example of such a rule is: “80% of patients with pneumonia also have 
high fever. 10% of all transactions contain both of these items.” Here 80% is 
called confidence of the rule, and 10% support of the rule. Confidence of the rule 
is calculated as the ratio of the number of records having true values for all items 
in X and Y to the number of records having true values for all items in X. Support 
of the rule is the ratio of the number of records having true values for all items in 
X and Y to the number of all records in the database. The problem is to find all 
association rules that satisfy minimum support and minimum confidence 
constraints. 
All association rule learners approach the problem similarly. First all 
itemsets that satisfy the minimum support level, are generated using different 
algorithms for traversing the lattice of subsets. In this way all frequent itemsets 
are discovered. In the second phase association rules are constructed from 
frequent sets without reconsulting the data (which makes the process efficient): 
all frequent itemsets are combined with each other to produce all possible rules 
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satisfying the minimum confidence constraint. If itemsets A and B can be found, 
such that A is a proper subset of B and the ratio of frequency of B to frequency of 
A is above the specified minimum, then a rule of the form A ! C is generated, 
where C is a set of items in B but not in A. 
Association rule learning was applied in medicine, for example, to identify 
new and interesting patterns in surveillance data as in the analysis of the 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection control data [16].  
2.3.2 Decision trees 
Decision Trees are versatile tools for data mining, borrowed from AI and 
statistics.  A decision tree has a flowchart like tree structure, where each internal 
node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the 
test, and each leaf node represents a class or class distribution. The basic 
algorithm for the decision tree induction is a greedy algorithm that constructs it in 
a top- down recursive divide and conquer manner. It involves recursive 
partitioning of the data used to build the tree model. The algorithm tries breaking 
up the data, using every possible split on every field. It chooses the split that 
partitions the data into parts that are purer than the original. The process 
continues until no more useful splits can be found. 
An early decision tree learner, ASSISTANT, that was developed 
specifically to deal with the particular characteristics of medical datasets, 
supports the handling of incompletely specified training examples (missing 
attribute values), binarization of continuous attributes, binary construction of 
decision trees, pruning of unreliable parts of the tree, etc. Recent 
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implementations of the ASSISTANT algorithm include ASSISTANT-R and 
ASSISTANT-R2. Instead of the standard informative search heuristic, 
ASSISTANT-R employs ReliefF as a heuristic for attribute selection [17]. This 
heuristic is an extension of RELIEF [17, 18], a non-myopic heuristic measure, 
capable of estimating quality of attributes in the absence of strong conditional 
dependencies. In addition, it improves the performance of the algorithm by using 
m-estimates of probabilities instead of relative frequencies. ASSISTANT-R2 is a 
variant of ASSISTANT-R that generates one decision tree for each class instead 
of a single tree for the whole domain, when classifying a new instance all trees 
are tried. If several trees classify the instance into its corresponding class the 
most probable class is selected. If none of the trees `fires', the general tree for all 
the diagnoses generated by ASSISTANT-R is used. 
The best known decision tree learner is C4.5 (C5.0 is its recent upgrade) 
which is widely used and has been incorporated into commercial data mining 
tools (e.g. Clementine and Kepler). The system is well maintained and 
documented, reliable, efficient and capable of dealing with large numbers of 
training examples. As such, it is considered to be one of the best data mining 
tools among those developed by the machine learning community. 
2.3.3 Inductive logic programming 
Inductive logic programming systems learn relational concept descriptions 
from relational data. In ILP, induced rules typically have the form of Prolog 
clauses. A rule for ocular fundus image classification for glaucoma diagnosis, as 
induced by an ILP system GKS [19] specially designed to deal with low-level 
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measurement data including images, is given to illustrate the output of an ILP 
algorithm. 
 
Figure 5. A prolog clause induced by GKS 
Compared to rules induced by a rule learning algorithm of the form IF 
Conditions THEN Conclusion, Prolog rules have the form Conclusion  
Conditions. The rule in Figure 5, for example, means that the segment of image 
is classified as undermining (i.e., not normal) if the conditions of the right-hand 
side of the clause are fulfilled. ILP has also been successfully applied to 
carcinogenesis prediction in the predictive toxicology evaluation challenge [20]. 
2.3.4 Neural networks 
An artificial neural network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm 
that was inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, 
process information. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected 
processing elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific problems and 
has been successfully applied to various areas of medicine, such as diagnostic 
aides, biochemical analysis, image analysis, and drug development. 
Artificial neural networks may be used for both supervised and 
unsupervised learning. 
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2.3.4.1 Supervised learning 
Among different neural network paradigms and those available for 
supervised learning, feed-forward multilayered neural networks [21] are most 
frequently used for modeling medical data. They are computational structures 
consisting of interconnected processing elements (PE) or nodes arranged on a 
multilayered hierarchical architecture. In general, PE computes the weighted sum 
of its inputs and filters it through some sigmoid function to obtain the output.  
A typical architecture of multi-layered neural network comprising an input, 
hidden, and output layer of nodes is given in Figure 6. The number of nodes in 
the input and output layer are domain-dependent and related to the number and 
type of attributes  
 
Figure 6. Architecture of multi-layered neural network 
and a type of classification task. For example, for a two-class classification 
problem, a neural net may have two outputs PEs, each modeling the probability 
of a distinct class. 
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 Weights are associated with each node and their values are determined 
from training instances. The most popular learning algorithm for supervised 
learning is backpropagation [21]. Backpropagation initially sets the weights to 
some arbitrary value, and then considering one or several training instances at a 
time, adjust the weights so that the error (the difference between the expected 
and the obtained value of nodes at output level) is minimized. Such a training 
step is repeated until the overall classification error across all of the training 
instances falls below some specified threshold. 
One of the major drawbacks of using neural net models is the lack of 
explanation capabilities: the induced weights together with the network’s 
architecture do not usually have an obvious interpretation and it is usually difficult 
or even impossible to explain why a certain decision was reached. In-spite of this 
limitation, multi-layered neural networks often have equal or superior predictive 
accuracy when compared to symbolic learners or statistical approaches. They 
have been extensively used to model medical data. Example applications areas 
include survival analysis, clinical medicine, pathology and laboratory medicine, 
molecular sequence analysis, pneumonia risk assessment, and prostate cancer 
survival. Different types of neural networks for supervised learning include the 
Hopfiled recurrent network, used in tumor boundary detection [22] and neural 
networks based on adaptive resonance theory mapping (ARTMAP). Applications 
of ARTMAP in medicine include classification of cardiac arrhythmias [23] and 
treatment selection for schizophrenic and unipolar depressed in-patients [24]. 
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2.3.4.2 Unsupervised learning 
Unsupervised learning involves identification of groups of instances with 
similar attribute values from an unclassified dataset. The most frequently used 
neural network approach to unsupervised learning is Kohonen’s self organizing 
maps (SOM) [25]. Typically, SOM consist of a single layer of output nodes. An 
output node is fully connected with nodes at the input layer. Each such link has 
an associated weight. There are no explicit connections between nodes of output 
layer. 
The learning algorithm initially sets the weights to some arbitrary value. At 
each learning step, an instance is presented to the network, and a winning output 
node is chosen based on instance’s attribute values and node’s present weights. 
The weights of the winning node and of the topologically neighboring nodes are 
then updated according to their present weights and instance attribute values. 
The learning results in internal organization of SOM, such that when two similar 
instances are presented, yield a similar “pattern” of networks output node values. 
Hence, the data analysis based on SOM may be additionally supported by the 
proper visualization methods that show how the patterns of output nodes depend 
on input data. As such, SOM may not only be used to identify similar instances, 
but can, for example, also help to detect and analyze time changes of input data. 
Example applications of SOM include analysis of ophthalmic field data, 
classification of lung sounds, clinical gait analysis, and analysis of molecular 
similarity. 
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2.4 Application of rough sets in medical diagnosis 
Various applications of rough set theory have been found in data mining 
and rough set literature and to a limited extend the medical informatics literature. 
The applications are broadly classified into two categories, diagnosis and 
outcome prediction and feature selection with an overwhelming majority of 
papers falling into the former. 
Rough sets are used for diagnosis and outcome prediction by synthesizing 
IF-THEN rules. Pawlak [12,13] introduced rough set theory in the early 1980s as 
a tool for representing and reasoning about imprecise or uncertain information. 
As the methodology has matured, several interesting applications of the theory 
have surfaced in the medical domain. 
Fibak et al. [26] applied rough sets to analyze a database of patients with 
duodenal ulcer treated by highly selective vagotomy (HSV) at a hospital in 
Poznan, Poland. From preoperative information, the goal was to predict the long-
term success of the operation, as evaluated by a surgeon, into four outcome 
classes. The analysis was done with discretization being carried out using expert 
medical knowledge, and a semi-manual search for minimal approximate 
discerning attribute sets. As a result, descriptive models of each outcome class 
could be formulated in natural language, and a small set of decision rules was 
also synthesized. The HSV study by Fibak et al. is one of few data analysis 
studies, regardless of methodology, that has managed to cross the clinical 
deployment barrier. Slowinski [27] reports that the developed prediction models 
were consulted for screening a group of subsequent candidates for surgery, with 
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the result of the group accepted for surgery having a clearly more advantageous 
distribution among the outcome classes than the group from which the models 
were originally derived. Other papers pertaining to the HSV study include [28, 
29]. 
Vinterbo et al. [30] report on an experiment where a rough set predictor for 
myocardial infarction was synthesized using data collected at an emergency 
room in Edinburgh, Scotland, and evaluated on data collected at another 
emergency room in Sheffield, England. The behavior and stability of classifiers 
across site boundaries is of great practical interest, and this issue had been 
previously investigated by others [31, 32] using other methods on the same sets 
of data. Both these studies reported performance losses when crossing site 
boundaries, while Vinterbo et al. concludes that the rough set predictor seems to 
generalize well across sites. 
Wojcik and Ziarko [33] used a rough set approach to analyze a database 
on women with breast cancer, and induced prognostic rules for determining 
short-term and long-term follow-up survival. The rules are subsequently analyzed 
and interpreted from a clinical perspective, and although in general the rules 
were found to support well-known established facts about factors influencing 
survival, new insight was reported gained on the impact some medical and social 
factors may have, on long-term survival patterns. 
Woolery and Grzymala-Busse [34] reported on the development of a 
prototype expert system for assessing preterm birth risk. The goal of the system 
was to predict preterm deliveries, using a knowledge-base of rules extracted from 
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empirical data by means of a machine learning system based on rough sets. The 
prototype expert system was verified to be more accurate than traditional manual 
techniques in predicting preterm birth. 
Some of the other medical applications of rough sets for predictive 
modeling as reported in the literature includes diagnosis of progressive 
encephalopathy in children [35], diagnosis of acute appendicitis [36,37]  
2.5 Different methods to optimize the diagnostic process 
 Although the bulk of the research in the eighties and early nineties were 
focused on decision making related to medical diagnosis, efforts were made to 
optimize the diagnostic process. The objective is to reduce excessive use of 
diagnostic tests and/or procedures to conserve healthcare resources and to 
protect the patient from unnecessary discomfort. The methods range from 
selecting the most appropriate tests customized for an individual case to 
optimizing the process for the institution as a whole.  
 The analytical hierarchy process (AHP), a multiple criterion decision 
making method was used to assist physicians to sequentially select the most 
appropriate tests for medical diagnosis [38]. It uses multilevel structure of 
elements to address large complex problems in a progressive manner. 
Qualitative preferences and quantitative information are weighted with respect to 
each other at the level directly above using methods of sequential pair-wise 
comparison. To determine the next optimal step, the information gained by the 
previous phase is evaluated using Bayesian analysis and used by the AHP. The 
process of alternating AHP with Bayesian analysis could be retreated as often as 
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necessary for the required number of informed choices. Some other examples 
are; use of modified Bayes’ formula method analogous to logistic regression to 
analyze the 16 test combinations for the diagnosis of Hepatolenticular 
Degeneration or Wilson’s disease [38] and  application of Rough sets and 
Boolean reasoning to select test and procedures for diagnosis of coronary artery 
disease(reference to the paper).  
On the other hand, evolutionary algorithms are used to improve the 
efficiency of healthcare institutions. DIAPRO – Diagnostic Process Optimization 
Framework was introduced by Vili Podgorelec [1] to optimize the diagnostic 
process in a hospital setting. This integrated computerized environment 
performed various activities including individualization of the examinations, 
optimization of the number of examinations, scheduling of examinations, 
performance of preventive maintenance programs for various equipment and 
maximization of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of diagnosis. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
In this chapter, the problem of optimizing the process of medical diagnosis 
is revisited in Section 3.1. The research approach is given in Section 3.2 and the 
assumptions along with their justifications are presented in Section 3.3. 
3.1 Problem revisited 
 The problem considered in this research is optimization of the medical 
diagnostic process individualized for every patient. A physician, after the first 
interaction with the patient, formulates one or more hypothesis for the patient’s 
condition and then takes steps to evaluate the most viable hypothesis. Such an 
evaluation may require ordering of one or more tests and/or procedure based on 
the initial information consisting of visible symptoms and physical examination. If 
tests are ordered, the results may provide enough information for the physician to 
reach diagnosis. If not, further testing may be required. Several factors affect the 
physician’s decision to order test(s) such as actual cost, associated risk and 
discomfort, time elapsed in the testing process and above all the diagnostic utility 
of the test. This research is focused on developing a decision aid that based on 
patient parameters (both observed and tested) recommends test(s) in order to 
improve the medical diagnosis process by optimizing a utility function that takes 
into account factors such as cost, risk, discomfort, time to reach diagnosis, and 
the diagnostic ability. 
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3.2 Research approach 
The research approach is as follows. 
• To mine data for the given medical domain using rough set methodology 
and elicit decision rules to define the action set for the implementation of 
the reinforcement learning algorithm. 
• To formulate the problem of optimizing the process of medical diagnosis 
as a Markov decision problem (MDP), and to use a simulation based 
reinforcement learning algorithm for the solution. 
• To develop a detailed implementation strategy for the optimization process 
and its use for a real world scenario. 
3.3 Parameters and assumptions 
3.3.1 Data availability for rule generation 
The data, as required for the rule generation, is assumed to be available. 
Also,  the information, whether explicit or hidden, about the problem is assumed 
to exist in the set of cases for the given domain. These cases are previous 
occurrences of the disorder that have been diagnosed. 
3.3.2 Final diagnosis 
It is assumed that a decision is always reached at the end of the 
diagnostic process. The decision could be a definite diagnosis of the problem or 
to discard the current hypothesis for an alternative hypothesis. It is also assumed 
that the methodology confirms one particular hypothesis, and does not provide 
alternative diagnosis. 
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3.3.3 Cost function 
The cost of taking an action is the combined cost of conducting test(s) 
and/or procedures as required by the action. Calculating the cost of each test 
requires various parameters such as the actual cost of the test, the cost of 
dealing with morbidity and mortality associated with the tests and probability of 
various tests out comes. It is assumed that the above parameters are available. 
3.3.4 Test values from the distribution 
The results of the tests and/or procedures, conducted as an action 
selected for a state, are obtained from the density functions elicited from the 
data. It is assumed that the conditional dependence between two ore more tests 
and/or procedures could be provided by domain experts. However, in this 
research, the test outcomes are considered to be independent of each other in 
order to simplify the exposition of the methodology. 
3.3.5 Patient arrival 
Each patient is assigned an initial state based on the data collected from 
the patient on arrival 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Overview of the solution methodology 
 In this chapter, the problem of optimizing the process of diagnosis is 
modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).  Figure 7 gives an overview of 
the solution approach which can be divided into three distinct tasks. The first task 
involves mining medical data for the given domain using rough sets to generate 
rules. These rules are used to 
 
Figure 7. Overview of the solution methodology 
 
determine the action set. The second task involves determination of the utility 
value for each action as a function of actual cost and diagnostic performance of 
Generation of rules 
using rough sets to 
define action sets 
Determination of utility 
for every action 
Learning (near) optimal 
diagnostic strategies using 
simulation and RL 
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the test(s) associated with the action. The third task involves simulation based 
optimization of the decision process using reinforcement learning (RL). 
4.2 Model formulation (MDP)  
 Let the system consist of N test and/or diagnostic procedures. Define the 
test set as N = {1, 2,……, N}. The state of the diagnosis process at any decision 
epoch m can be given as a vector 
Xm = (ζ1, ζ2, …,ζm, γ1, γ2, …,γm, D), 
where ζ1, ζ2, …,ζm denote the subset of tests conducted at the decision epochs 
such that ζ]i⊂ N for all I = 1,2,….,m. The elements γ1, γ2 …. ,γm denote the test 
results corresponding to ζ1, ζ2, …,ζm respectively. The last element of the patient 
state vector (D) contains the diagnostic decision, which could be binary or a 
multi-valued variable. The change in the state of the diagnostic process occurs 
when either a new patient arrives or the tests results from the most recent action 
are obtained. The state change epochs are the decisions epochs. It is assumed 
that the time between any two decision epochs is exponentially distributed with 
parameter dependent on the system state at the first of those two epochs. 
 Define X = {Xm : m∈G} as the system state process, where G is the set of 
natural numbers. It can be easily shown that 
P[Xm + 1 = j | X0,…, Xm ] = P[Xm + 1 = j | Xm ]. 
The above equation indicates that the stochastic process X is a Markov process. 
Let Dm denote the decision (action) chosen at the decision epoch, where Dm is 
the subset of the test set N. Also, let Dxm denote the available action choices at 
state Xm. Then we have that D∈  Dxm. Define a decision process D as  
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D = {Dm : m∈G}. Then the combined process (X, D) is a Markov decision 
process.  
4.3 Actions from rough set methodology 
The synopsis of rough set theory presented below is adopted in part from 
[14]. An information system is a pair A = (U, A), where U is a nonempty finite set 
of objects and A is a nonempty finite set of attributes. For each attribute a∈A, 
there exists a mapping a: U → Va where Va is the set of values for attribute a. 
Examples of U are medical cases, patients and observations. Some examples of 
the attributes are features, variables, tests, and procedures. A decision system is 
a special type of information system of the form A = (U, A∪ {d}), where d ∉ A is 
the decision attribute. The decision attribute can be interpreted as classifier on 
the object set U and is provided by a decision maker or an expert such as a 
physician. Decision systems are called training sets of examples in machine 
learning. Let V = { Va :  a ∈  A}  and B⊆  A . Atomic formula over the sets B and V 
are expressed in the form a = v where a∈B and v∈Va. The set F(B,V) is the 
least set containing all the atomic formulae over B and V closed with respect to 
the propositional connectives Λ (conjunction), V ( disjunction) and ¬  (negation). 
The set F(B,V) is called the conditional formulae of A. The rules obtained 
using rough sets are expressed in the form Ψ ⇒  d = vd, where Ψ∈  F(B,V) and 
vd∈Vd. The elements of a decision rule Ψ and d = vd are referred to as the 
predecessor and successor. The predecessor or the conditional part of the 
decision rule consist of one or more conditional formulae and are used to define 
actions for a given state in the system.  
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We can express the system state as (Fx,D) where Fx⊆F(B,V) and D the 
decision variable. Let Bx⊆B be the attribute types present in the system state 
and Br⊆B be the attribute types present in the predecessor of a decision rule. 
The actions for a give state are defined as follows.  
 The attribute set Bx is individually compared with Br for all the rules present 
in the rule set. Specifically, for each rule in the rule set, the attribute values for all 
a∈Bx∩Br are compared. If rx aa vv ≠  then the rule is discarded else an action, 
which consist of attribute set Br\Bx is added to the action set of the given state. 
 The decision states are identified using similar technique as follows. For 
any patient state, if there exists a rule in the rule set such that rx aa vv =  for all 
ax∈Bx and ar∈Br, where Br ⊆ Bx, then the given patient state is a decision state. 
4.4 An utility theory based cost estimation 
 The cost of taking an action is the combined cost of each test and/or 
procedure included in the action. The performance measure of each test or 
procedure as used in this research is a measure of actual amount of money 
spent per unit of diagnostic performance and will be referred to as effective cost. 
Effective cost can be given as [39] 
 UtilityDiagnostic
Cost Direct cost  Effective =  
4.4.1 Direct cost 
The direct cost of a test is combined cost of conducting the test, the cost 
of dealing with morbidity and mortality associated with some diagnostic tests. 
The cost of conducting the test is the actual list price for the test. The cost of 
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morbidity resulting from a diagnostic test can be estimated as ∑ CjPj where Cj is 
the cost of managing the adverse condition j, and Pj is the probability of that 
condition resulting from the procedure. The cost of mortality (Cmt) can be 
considered the average payoff value of a typical life insurance policy or the cost 
of a wrongful-death suit times the probability (Pmt) of mortality resulting from the 
test. Thus, the direct cost can be expressed as [39] 
Direct Cost  =  cost of the test + ∑ CjPj + CmtPmt. 
4.4.2 Diagnostic utility 
 Any diagnostic test has four traditional outcomes: true positive (TP), true 
negative (TN), false positive (FP), false negative (FN). A utility is associated with 
each outcome of the test. The value ranges between -1 (the worst possible 
outcome) and +1 (the best outcome). The diagnostic utility represents the 
probability weighted sum of all the utilities of all possible outcomes of a 
diagnostic test and can be expressed according to [39] as follows: 
DU = U(TP) P(TP) + U(TN) P(TN) + U(FP) P(FP) + U(FN) P(FN) 
where, 
U(x) = utility of an outcome and P(x) = probability of the outcome. 
4.5 RL algorithm 
Define trajectory as a path along which a patient traverses during the 
diagnostic process. It begins with a new patient arrival and ends when a 
diagnosis is reached. Let S = (x1, x2, …, xn) denote the set of states visited in a 
trajectory, where  xn, represents the patient state at the nth decision epoch of the 
trajectory. Let Ã = (ã1, ã2, ….., ã n) denote the set of actions in states x1, x2, …, xn 
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of S and C = (c1(x1, ã1), c2(x2, ã2), …… cn(xn, ãn)) denote the set of immediate 
costs at the decision epochs within a trajectory. Also, let m, T and maxruns 
denote the indices for count of decision epochs over all trajectories, the count of 
total number of trajectories, and the maximum number of trajectories that are to 
be simulated during the learning process respectively. The patient state space 
(E) is initialized with starting states only, and is appended with new states that 
are visited along the trajectories. For each starting state and the new states 
appended to E, corresponding Q values are also initialized as Q (j, ã) = 0, where  
ã ∈  Ã j  and Ã j is the set of actions available in state j. Initialize sets S, Ã, C as 
empty sets. Choose appropriate values of 0α , 0β , 0γ , τα , τβ , τγ , which are initial 
values and the decay parameters for the learning (α and β ) and exploration (γ ) 
rates. Define ρ i, ρ f, mt and indcost as temporary variables. Set ρ i = 0, ρ f = 0,  
n = 1, m = 0, mt = 0, T = 1, α = 0α and β  = 0β  and begin the learning process. 
1. Simulate a new patient arrival by randomly choosing an initial state. 
2. If the current state has been previously visited, then 
go to Step 3, 
 else 
• Identify the set of possible actions for the current state by comparing 
information present in the state vector with individual rules present in 
the rules set.  
• Append  the Q array with all combinations of current state and actions. 
3. Update γ  as  
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,1
0
u+=
γγ  where m
mu += τγ
2
 
With probability (1 –γ ), choose an action ãn ∈ nxÃ  for which Q (xn, ãn) is 
minimum; otherwise choose a random action from the set { nxÃ \ ãn}. 
4. Obtain results for the test(s) included in the action ãn. 
5. Append the current state (xn), action chosen (ãn), and the immediate cost 
cn(xn, ãn) as the nth element of the vectors S, Ã, and C respectively. 
6. Construct the next state by appending the test types and their results to 
the current state vector. Also, check if the next state indicates that a 
diagnosis is reached. 
7. If diagnosis has been reached, then 
• Obtain cost per action within the trajectory (denoted as indcost) 
as 
nccc((indcost )))2n * (  n) * (  321
1
+++= ∑
=
n
k
kC , 
where the quadratic function above is used to access the 
cost of time (n) needed to reach diagnosis; c1, c2 and c3 are 
constants that should be chosen suitably. 
• Update average effective cost and the Q- values of the current 
state as:  
for k = 1 to n, 
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. 
• If T = maxruns 
   Go to step 8 
 Else, 
• Reinitialize S, Ã, C as empty sets. 
•  Set  m ←  m + 1 and n = 1 
• Go to step 1 
Else, 
• current state ←  next state 
• Set  m ←  m + 1 and n ←  n + 1 
• Go to step 2. 
8. Start a fresh simulation using the existing Q values and no exploration for 
maxruns of trajectories to estimate the average effective cost. 
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The exploration and the learning rates are updated using Darken-Chang-
Moody (DCM) scheme [41]. A detailed flowchart of RL algorithm is presented in 
Figure 8. 
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New Patient Arrival
(Randomly assigned with initial state)
Store intermediate cost and state/action pair
Construct the next state by appending test information
to the current state
Obtain results for tests conducted through the selected
action
Select action based on the Q-values or using
exploration
Define actions for the given
state using decision rules
Record details in the state
space and Q-matrix tables
Check if actions are defined
for the current state
Check if diagnosis
has been reached
yes
No
No
Assign next state
as current state
Update Q-values and the learning parameters
Simulate the system without learning to assess the
average effective cost of diagnosing a patient
Maximum number of
iterations reached
yes
No
yes
 
Figure 8. Detailed flowchart for RL implementation 
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CHAPTER 5 
TEST PROBLEM AND IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a sample diagnosis scenario to test the proposed 
methodology is presented. Diagnosis of Solitary pulmonary nodule is considered 
for implementation. Some of the issues associated with the diagnosis of SPN are 
discussed in section 3. Section 4 highlight information requirements for the 
methodology implementation and section 5 provide the key aspects of the RL 
implementation in optimizing the diagnosis process. 
5.2 Solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) 
A solitary pulmonary nodule or "coin lesion" has been defined as a single 
spherical lesion, 1 to 6 cm in size, completely surrounded by lung without 
associated atelectasis or adenopathy. In most of the cases, SPN is discovered 
incidentally on the chest radiograph. The cause of SPN can be a malignant 
disease such as bronchogenic carcinoma, lymphoma, scarcoma, or it may result 
from a benign condition such as hamartoma, granuloma, and sclerosing 
hemangioma. Malignancy is estimated to occur in 20%-40% of the patients with 
SPN.  
5.3 Issues of SPN diagnosis 
SPN may be a sign of cancer and virtually all affected patients undergo 
further diagnostic evaluation. The diagnostic evaluation may include, and may 
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not be limited to, retrieval and review of any previous chest radiographs, 
further imaging with conventional tomography or computed tomography (CT), 
bronchoscopy or transthoracic needle aspiration biopsy (TNAB), consultation 
with a pulmonologist and a surgeon, and, for some patients, thoracotomy or 
thoracostomy in conjunction with resection of the SPN.  
The diagnostic challenge in the assessment of a patient with SPN is in 
establishing whether the nodule is benign or malignant. If the SPN is malignant, 
the physician should expedite the removal of the nodule and avoid thoracotomy 
in patients with surgically incurable lung neoplasms. If the SPN is benign, the 
physician should avoid thoracotomy because benign nodules rarely pose a risk 
and need not be resected. 
Large amount of information and the risks associated with the diagnostic 
procedures complicate this process. For example, as many as 100 attributes 
obtained from various diagnostic procedures may be available to the physician to 
make the decision. It is usually difficult to effectively synthesize the array of 
available information even for experienced physicians. Examples of risk involved 
with the diagnostic procedures include occurrence of pneumothorax in 15% to 
20% due to fine needle aspiration (FNA) procedure and 2% to 3% mortality rate 
due to thoracotomy. Hence, it is important to consider morbidity and mortality 
associated with invasive procedures. Unfortunately, the information provided by 
non-invasive procedures can be misleading. For example, 20%-40% of resected 
lesions are generally found to be benign even after sophisticated computer 
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tomography (CT) imaging. However, it is important to promptly and positively 
identify malignancy in an SPN to ensure optimal treatment. 
5.4 SPN data availability for implementation 
The solution methodology presented in the previous chapter is 
implemented in the diagnosis of solitary pulmonary nodule. The methodology 
requires following information for implementation 
5.4.1 Selection of attributes and their value 
In the model formulation, test set N = {1, 2,……, N}  is defined as a set of all tests 
and/or procedures associated with the diagnosis. Each test/procedure can  
Table 1. Attributes utilized in the test problem 
ATTRIBUTES IDENTIFIERS 
Patient’s age  F1 
Computed Tomography’s maximum radius F2 
Computed tomography maximum area F3 
Borders F4 
Calcification type F5 
Location in thorax F6 
Nodes F7 
Other sus leasion F8 
Sex F9 
PET PN image > bg F10 
Packets of cigarette per year F11 
Body mass index F12 
History of cancer F13 
Forced expiratory  volume, 1 sec, percentage predicted F14 
Adjusted DLCO, percent predicted F15 
Forced vital capacity, percent predicted F16 
Forced Expiratory Flow, 25-75% F17 
PET standard update value F18 
Decision d 
 
provide one or more attributes that can be utilized in the process of diagnosis. 
The patient state can thus be defined as 
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X = (ζ1, ζ2, …,ζN, γ1, γ2, …,γN, Z, D), 
where ζm  :m∈M denote the subset of attributes obtained by the tests ordered at 
the mth decision epoch, and γm denotes the corresponding values of the 
attributes. Let A denote the set of all patient attributes that are used in the 
diagnosis process. The subsets of A represent the tests/procedures associated 
with the diagnosis. For the current implementation, 18 different attributes as 
provided in [40] are used, which are listed in Table 1. Each attribute is assigned 
an identifier as shown in column 2 of the table. 
5.4.2 Decision rules to define the actions set 
Rough set analysis is utilized to find the minimal attributes of features that 
preserve the indiscernibility relation. These minimal subsets or reducts are used 
to generate decision rules. The rules so generated are required to define the 
action set for each patient state. The rule set utilized in the current 
implementation is obtained from [40], which are listed in Table 2. 
5.4.3 Generation of attribute values  
The values for the attributes that constitute an action are generated from 
the probability distributions defined using the data set from [40]. The data set 
given in Table 3 consists of 50 cases with confirmed diagnosis. For each case, 
the data set contains values for all the 18 attributes. Probability distributions for 
attributes with discrete values were directly based on the frequencies for the 
attribute values in the data set. Whereas, the attributes with continuous values 
were first descretized and then the frequencies of these discrete values were 
used to define the distribution. 
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Table 2. Decision rule obtained from rough set analysis 
Rule # Decision Rule 
1 IF (F10<=1) AND (F17<=89) THEN (D=B) 
2 IF (F2 IN [0.9,1.55]) AND (F5<=0) AND (F6>=2) AND (F8 IN 
[2.75,8.25]) THEN (D=B) 
3 IF (F14 >= 78) AND (F17<=54) AND (F18 <= 4.1) THEN (D=B) 
4 IF (F14 IN [94,109]) AND (F16 >=103) THEN (D=B) 
5 IF (F6<=2) AND (F10>=1) AND (F16<=94) THEN (D=M) 
6 IF (F2<=0.9) AND (F10>=1) THEN (D=M) 
7 IF (F10>=1) AND (F13<=0) AND (F14<=74) THEN (D=M) 
8 IF (F15<=52) THEN (D=M) 
9 IF (F14<=80) AND (F17>=31) THEN (D=M) 
10 IF (F14 IN [81,87]) THEN (D=M) 
11 IF (F6<=2) AND (F10>=1) AND (F14>=84) AND (F15>=63) THEN 
(D=M) 
12 IF (F16<=93) AND (F17>=49) THEN (D=M) 
13 IF (F6>=2) AND (F14>=91) AND (F15<=97) THEN (D=M) 
14 IF (F2>=1.65) AND (F15>=116) THEN (D=M) 
15-1 IF (F8<=0) AND (F10<=1) THEN (D=B) 
16-2 IF (F8>=0) AND (F9<=0) AND (F18<=4.1) THEN (D=B) 
17-3 IF (F2 IN [0.9,1.1]) AND (F4>=2) AND (F18<=8.25) THEN (D=B) 
18-4 IF (F2 IN [1.1,1.55]) AND (F6>=2) AND (F8<=0) THEN (D=B) 
19-5 IF (F2 IN [2.25,2.75]) AND (F4<=1) THEN (D=B) 
20-6 IF (F2 <=2) AND (F6<=2) AND (F10>=1) THEN (D=M) 
21-7 IF (F2 >=2.75) AND (F18<=8.6) THEN (D=M) 
22-8 IF (F2 <=2.75) AND (F13<=0)AND (F18>=5.3) THEN (D=M) 
23-9 IF (F2 <=3.25) AND (F18>=8.45) THEN (D=M) 
24-10 IF (F2 >=3.75) THEN (D=M) 
25-11 IF (F2 <=6) AND (F4<=1)AND (F6>=2) THEN (D=M) 
26-12 IF (F7 >=1) AND (F8<=0) THEN (D=M) 
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Table 3. Test cases utilized in the implementation 
 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18 D 
1 68 1 3.1 1 3 2 3 1 1 2 150 27 0 104 79 97 79 12 M 
2 73 1.5 5.7 1 0 3 1 1 0 2 5 37 1 99 108 92 91 9.4 M 
3 57 1.2 3.8 3 0 3 0 0 1 1 20 24 0 90 58 12 41 0 B 
4 71 0.75 1.8 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 20 23 0 55 118 78 25 0 B 
5 85 1.6 6.2 2 0 3 4 0 0 2 140 19 0 60 100 61 45 3.4 M 
6 65 3 28.3 4 0 2 0 0 0 2 60 30 0 87 71 103 34 11.4 M 
7 39 4 38.5 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 40 37 0 33 41 25 18 10.1 M 
8 57 1.8 10.2 1 0 2 3 0 0 2 30 26 1 97 104 85 98 11 M 
9 49 2.5 19.6 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 30 42 0 104 106 106 91 3.6 B 
10 72 1.5 7.1 2 0 2 0 0 1 2 20 30 0 64 71 113 31 4.6 M 
11 77 3 28.3 2 0 3 0 0 1 2 50 26 1 116 45 107 80 5.5 M 
12 73 1 3.1 2 0 3 0 1 1 2 0 25 1 96 113 91 67 9.1 M 
13 62 2 12.6 1 0 2 2 1 1 2 100 21 1 50 89 68 22 10.3 M 
14 64 2 12.6 2 0 2 2 1 0 2 60 23 1 75 58 82 37 5.1 M 
IS 71 4 50.3 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 100 39 0 94 62 38 73 4.6 M 
16 76 0.8 2 3 0 2 4 0 0 2 25 20 1 76 69 112 16 1.2 M 
17 34 4 38.5 2 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 23 1 104 117 102 92 18 M 
18 72 2 9.6 2 0 2 1 1 0 2 30 27 0 37 59 43 20 9.3 M 
19 70 1.5 4.9 2 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 20 0 109 109 102 84 4.3 B 
20 74 3 28.3 2 0 2 0 0 1 2 20 27 0 106 86 92 87 2.25 M 
21 34 2 9.6 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 19 1 99 96 101 78 1.8 M 
22 72 2 7.1 4 0 2 3 1 1 2 100 26 0 56 56 77 24 3.5 M 
23 73 2 7.1 4 0 3 0 1 1 2 30 24 0 68 90 59 66 9.9 M 
24 70 1 3.1 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 29 0 112 84 109 77 26 M 
25 75 2 12.6 2 0 3 0 1 1 2 24 26 0 32 56 57 15 9.2 M 
26 55 1 3.1 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 70 22 1 79 77 97 31 0 B 
27 79 3 28.3 3 0 2 0 0 1 2 35 33 1 44 61 61 24 6.4 M 
28 61 5 78.5 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 29 1 74 58 63 74 9.5 M 
29 69 1 3.1 1 0 3 4 0 1 2 60 24 0 93 88 99 50 13.7 M 
30 72 2 12.6 4 0 2 1 0 1 2 50 24 0 102 78 80 31 7.1 M 
31 69 1.2 3.8 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 50 32 0 74 51 92 25 2.8 M 
32 64 1.5 4.9 3 0 | 0 0 0 2 75 37 0 53 63 80 21 6.1 M 
33 64 1 3.1 3 0 3 0 1 1 2 0 31 1 104 115 116 56 7.8 B 
34 49 5 50.3 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 30 27 0 75 114 69 65 6.6 M 
35 64 4 38.5 1 0 3 1 1 0 2 92 25 0 70 80 88 24 17.6 M 
36 66 3.5 33.2 4 0 3 2 0 1 2 81 37 0 88 67 83 59 3.6 M 
37 66 6 95 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 50 20 0 90 52 98 59 3.3 M 
38 76 5 50.3 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 60 30 1 87 79 87 79 7.1 M 
39 62 1 3.1 3 0 3 0 0 0 2 40 28 0 79 61 93 32 17.6 M 
40 56 1.5 4.9 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 21 1 109 105 107 85 0 B 
41 68 2.5 19.6 2 1 3 0 1 1 2 60 26 0 115 136 114 76 6.3 M 
42 72 2.5 19.6 3 0 3 2 0 1 2 30 28 1 56 59 57 36 3.2 M 
43 53 1 3.1 3 0 3 3 1 0 2 15 19 0 88 87 94 52 4 B 
44 52 3.2 30.2 2 0 2 0 0 1 2 35 25 1 92 109 105 46 7.6 M 
45 71 1 3.1 3 0 3 0 1 0 2 50 22 0 52 48 81 15 11.4 M 
46 54 1 3.1 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 41 32 0 44 81 44 28 0 B 
47 47 2.2 10.8 4 0 2 0 1 0 2 30 22 1 81 89 100 37 2.4 B 
48 70 3 28.3 4 0 1 0 1 1 2 90 20 0 89 82 90 34 13.6 M 
49 45 2 9.6 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 11 23 0 121 128 124 86 2.2 M 
50 64 0.5 0.8 1 0 3 1 1 0 2 90 46 0 75 69 84 33 4.2 M 
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5.4.4 Effective cost for tests/procedures 
 The performance measure of each test or procedure used in this research 
is a measure of actual amount of money spent per unit of diagnostic performance 
and is referred to as effective cost. The method to calculate effective cost is 
indicated in the previous chapter. For the purpose of implementation, the cost 
values for the attributes were chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Two sets of such 
values (denoted as set A and set B) are listed in Table 4.  
Table 4. Utility values for the attributes 
Effective Cost Attribute identifier 
Set A Set B 
F1 75 70 
F2 500 650 
F3 150 150 
F4 300 300 
F5 85 850 
F6 140 260 
F7 260 140 
F8 190 190 
F9 100 100 
F10 450 750 
F11 125 125 
F12 210 75 
F13 75 210 
F14 750 450 
F15 600 600 
F16 425 425 
F17 550 800 
F18 650 500 
 
5.5 Implementation 
 This section discusses the key aspects of implementation of the RL 
algorithm in optimizing the diagnosis process of solitary pulmonary nodule. 
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5.5.1 Descritization of the available dataset 
The data set presented in the Table 3 contains 10 attributes with 
continuous values and 8 attributes with discrete values. To reduce computational 
complexity, attributes with continuous values were descretized. The number of 
steps in which an attribute value range was descritized was selected based on 
the frequency of the attribute appearing in the rule set. Higher the frequencies, 
larger were the number of steps. Table 5 shows the attributes, their value ranges, 
and the corresponding number of discrete values .This process of descretization 
was carried out by visual inspection of the rule set. However, a more formal 
algorithmic procedure of this could be developed. The descretized values were 
then used for 1) defining patient states, 2) transforming decision rules, and  
Table 5. Attributes, value ranges and corresponding discrete values  
Attribute Identifiers 
( * indicates continuous )  
Value Range # of descretization steps 
*F1 35-85 2 
*F2 0.5-6 13 
*F3 0.8-95 2 
F4 1-4 4 
F5 0-3 3 
F6 1-3 3 
F7 0-4 5 
F8 0-1 2 
F9 0-1 2 
F10 0-1 2 
*F11 0-150 2 
*F12 19-46 2 
F13 0-1 2 
*F14 32-121 9 
*F15 41-136 5 
*F16 12-124 3 
*F17 15-98 5 
*F18 0-26 7 
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3) generating values for various attributes during simulation runs. An example of 
decision rule transformation is as follows. The original rule says  
IF (F10<=1) AND (F17<=89) THEN (D=B). 
This was transformed to 
IF (F10<=1) AND (F17<=4) THEN (D=B). 
F10 is a binary valued attribute and hence there was no change to its value in the 
rule transformation. The values for F17, which is a continuous valued attribute, 
were descretized in 5 steps as indicated in Table 5. Hence, its value was 
changed to 4 in the transformed rule. 
5.5.2 Categorization of patient states 
The patient states are divided into three categories: initial states, transient 
states and decision states. Initial states are the patient states at the beginning of 
a diagnosis process. The attributes present in the initial states are  
• patient’s age (F1), 
• sex of the patient (F9), 
• packets of cigarettes per year (F11), 
• patient’s body mass index (F12) and, 
• history of cancer (F13). 
All states between the initial and the decision states are classified as transient 
states. These states indicate the assessed condition of the patient during the 
diagnosis process and are formed by appending attribute information obtained 
through additional testing. Decision states are those with attribute values that 
satisfy one or more decision rules. 
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5.5.3 Dynamic generation of the states 
The patient state is generated progressively by appending attributes of the 
tests are ordered starting with an initial attribute vector of size 5 representing 
initial states. Since tests (attributes) can be chosen in any order, all possible 
combinations of attribute vectors (of all sizes) must be considered. For example, 
beyond the 5 attributes in the initial states, if two new attributes are to be 
appended, then there are 13C2 possible ways to do that. The patient state also 
contains the values of the attributes. Hence the number of possible patient states 
in the above example will be ni * 13C2 * d1 * d2   where ni indicates the number of 
initial states, and d1 and d2 represent the possible values of the new attributes 
respectively. Let K be the set of all possible attribute vectors of sizes 5 through 
18. For any vector k∈  K of size n, then possible combinations of attribute values 
can be given as 
∏
=
=
n
i
ik dS
1  
where id is the number of distinct values of attribute i  and n  is the number of 
attributes present in the vector. Cardinality of the set K is then given by 
∑
=
+
13
1
131
j
jC  
where 1 indicates the fixed set of initial attributes, and the summation takes 
care of all the possible ways of appending the initial vector. Thus, the state space 
E is given by ∑ KS  for all k∈K. 
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Using the above method and the descritized values present in the Table 5, 
the size of the state space was found to be in the range of 6.69x1011. For this 
size of the state space, it would be difficult to perform the necessary 
computations in a reasonable amount of time. Hence, the system is initiated with 
32 different initial patient states with only two possible values of each of the five 
initial attributes. The remaining states are dynamically generated, as needed, 
and are added to the state space along with their corresponding entries in the Q-
matrix table.  
5.5.4 Generation of actions for a patient state 
An action is a set of new attributes that, when supplemented to the current 
patient state attributes, fulfill the diagnosis criteria of one or more rules. 
Generation of actions for a patient state involves identifying all such attributes 
sets. This is accomplished by comparing the information available in the patient 
state at the given diagnostic stage with all the available rules. 
5.5.5 Learning parameters 
Three learning parameters involved in the implementation of the 
methodology areα ,β  and γ , used for updating Q-values, average cost and in 
determination of the choice between exploration or exploitation when selecting 
an action, respectively. The running value of the learning parameter at any given  
Table 6. Values for the learning parameters 
Learning parameter Initial value Constant 
α  0.1 1000000 
β  0.1 250000 
γ  0.5 100000 
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time is determined by its initial value and the large constant used to control the 
decay rate. The values used for the current implementation are listed in Table 6. 
5.5.6 Q-value updates 
 The Q-values for the state-action pairs involved in the trajectory are 
updated at the end of each diagnosis process. In the equation for updating Q-
values, the immediate cost of taking action consists of two parts. The first is the 
sum of effective costs of the attributes involved in the action and the second is 
the cost of time. It is assumed that longer diagnosis process incurs additional 
cost beyond the cost of testing and this cost increases with time. This cost is 
obtained using a quadratic function given by  
cost of time = 285.714 – (398.81 * Ŋ) + (151.19 * Ŋ2) 
where Ŋ is the number of steps involved in the diagnosis process. The function 
was defined using regression on set of cost values for each step of diagnosis. 
The values ranged from zero to the maximum cost of the diagnosis and were 
chosen somewhat arbitrarily. For updating the q-values, the total cost is equally 
distributed over all the steps involved in the trajectory. The total cost is the 
summation of cost of all the actions taken in the trajectory plus the cost of steps 
involved. 
5.5.7 Software framework 
 The application developed for the implementation of the proposed 
methodology is based in an Oracle 8i database. Data management is one of the 
major challenges in an RL implementation especially when the state space is 
large. Oracle provides resilient O-RDBMS framework for efficient data structuring 
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and storage. The logic for the algorithm provided in Figure 8 was programmed 
using PL/SQL. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the numerical results obtained by applying the proposed 
solution methodology to the diagnosis of solitary pulmonary nodule are 
presented. Results from the learning and the learnt phases of the RL 
implementation alongwith a comparative study between the RL and several 
alternative policies are presented. 
6.2. RL policy 
Figures 9 and 10 show the results from the learning and the learnt phases, 
of the RL algorithm using costs from set A and set B respectively. The horizontal 
axis represents the number of patients used in the simulated diagnosis process, 
and the vertical axis represents the cost of diagnosis. Since a large number of 
patients (about 5000) were considered, instead of plotting individual entries, 
costs for every 100 consecutive patients were plotted. The learning curve shows 
cost incurred during the learning phase of the RL methodology, and the learnt 
curve indicates the cost of implementing the learnt policy.  
The trends of the learning curves clearly indicate a significant policy 
improvement through a drop in the diagnosis cost as learning proceeds. The 
policy improvement during the learning process is also evident from the results  
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Figure 9. RL results for cost set A 
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Figure10. RL results for cost set B 
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summarized in Table 7, where the cost of diagnosis averaged for the first and 
last 500 patients are shown. 
Table 7. Comparison of cost averaged for first and last 500 patients 
First 500 runs Last 500 runs  
Average Cost 95% C.I Average 
Cost 
95% C.I. 
Set A 1924.81 90.73 1346.75 98.25 
     
Set B 2172 103.60 1213.6 113.93 
Note: All values in generic units 
6.3 Benchmarking RL policy 
The results obtained using the RL policy were benchmarked with four 
other alternative policies. The comparison is based on the total cost of diagnosis. 
The four policies chosen for benchmarking differ in their methods of selecting 
an action, which are described below. 
1. Minimum cost policy (HMO policy): The action with minimum effective cost 
is chosen for any given patient state. 
2. Random action policy: An action from all available actions is chosen 
randomly. 
3. Minimum number of tests policy: The action that involves minimum 
number of tests to be performed at a time is selected 
4. Maximum number of tests policy: The action that involves maximum 
number of tests to be performed at a time is selected. 
A visual comparison of the performances for the four alternate policies along with 
the RL policy for costs in set A is shown in Figure 11. As evident from the plots, 
the results obtained from the RL policy fares better than all the other approaches. 
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A numerical performance summary of all the five policies is presented in Table 8. 
It is noted from all the results presented that RL policy seems to have a slightly 
higher confidence interval than some of the other benchmarked policies. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of results obtained using RL approach and benchmark 
approaches 
Table 8. Comparison of the total cost of diagnosis averaged over 3000 runs 
Policy Average Cost 95% C.I. Cost(%) above RL Policy 
RL 1338.52 46.2 N/A 
Minimum Cost 1863.37 59.67 28.17 
Random Action 2163.61 42.31 38.14 
Minimum Tests 2171.91 41.49 38.37 
Maximum tests 1932.45 30.99 30.74 
Note: All values in generic units 
Since the HMO policy performed the best among the alternatives of RL, 
actions for some of the frequently visited states as adapted by HMO and RL 
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policies are summarized in Tables 9 and 10. The data in these tables gives a 
visual depiction of the action choices made by the policies. Actions chosen for 
five of the most visited frequently initial states for the simulations run with cost set 
A are presented in Table 9. The action choices summarized in Table 10 are for 
the most frequently visited intermediate states that were reached after the visits 
to the initial states during the simulation run with cost set B. The first two columns 
of the tables indicate the patient state (identified by a coded number) in the state 
space and the number of times the state was visited (in Table 10) during the 
simulation runs respectively. The actions under the two policies are indicated by 
their attributes and the corresponding costs. 
Table 9. Policy comparison between HMO and RL approaches for set A  
HMO Policy  RL policy Most 
visited 
state 
Action 
attributes 
Action 
Cost 
Action 
attributes 
Action 
Cost 
21 7,8 450 7,8 450 
20 7,8 450 2 500 
5 7,8 450 7,8 450 
22 7,8 450 2,18 1150 
23 7,8 450 7,8 450 
Note: All values in generic units 
Table10.  Policy comparison between HMO and RL approaches for set B 
HMO Policy  RL policy Most 
visited 
state 
Number of 
visits in 
learning 
phase 
Action 
attributes 
Action 
Cost 
Action 
attributes 
Action 
Cost 
1451 39 14 450 2,4 950 
1711 33 14 450 2,8 1150 
437 31 7,8 330 17 800 
414 29 7,8 330 6,16 685 
869 29 7,8 330 14 450 
Note: All values in generic units 
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Though for the initial states (Table 9) the RL policy often chose the 
minimum cost action, it may be noted that for intermediate states (Table 10) the 
RL policy actions are significantly different with much higher costs. Given the fact 
that RL policy provides the lowest average cost of diagnosis (table 8), the action 
choices indicate that the learning agent is able to account for the long term 
impact of its decisions in the diagnosis process. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
A machine learning based methodology for developing efficient strategies 
for medical diagnosis is presented. The problem of diagnosis is first modeled as 
a Markov decision process (MDP). The patient state is defined as a vector of 
attributes of the diagnostic tests conducted and their numerical outcomes. For 
each patient state, possible actions are obtained from the set of decision rules 
that are generated by mining available data set using rough set theory. Since, 
there are a large number of patient states and a significant number of 
corresponding action choices, a reinforcement learning algorithm is developed 
for obtaining efficient diagnostic policies. The methodology is implemented on the 
problem of Solitary Pulmonary Nodule (SPN) diagnosis. An existing data set of 
patients diagnosed with SPN along with a rule set developed from this data using 
rough sets analysis served as an input for implementation of the methodology. 
The results show that RL based methodology presents to be a superior 
alternative to many other commonly used approaches. 
Most of the work done in the area of medical decision making consider 
various learning techniques such as neural networks, decision trees, rough sets, 
reinforcement learning in isolation with each other. The proposed methodology 
combines the principals of rough set theory, utility theory and reinforcement 
learning to provide a robust mechanism of developing efficient strategies for 
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medical diagnosis. The system so developed learns all of its parameters from the 
databases of previous cases. Thus the methodology is data driven and is 
independent of any interaction with domain expert. 
As with the implementation of most of real world decision making models, 
the methodology presented is often burdened by very large state spaces. 
However, the concept of dynamic generation of system states, which allows 
dealing with the previously encountered states and not the whole state space, 
coupled with RL based approach make this methodology computationally viable. 
The methodology developed here is designed for offline use, i.e., the 
diagnostic strategies for all patient states are predetermined. The practicing 
physician needs only specify the patient state and retrieve the corresponding 
diagnostic action. However, the methodology should be rerun periodically to get 
new diagnostic strategies using the updated databases. 
7.1 Future extensions 
Although, the methodology presented in this research should cover any 
medical diagnosis process, the extensions listed below would have a positive 
impact in its implementation. 
• A system to suggest and evaluate alternative hypothesis based on the 
initial symptoms to diagnose a patient. This would then serve as an entry 
point for the presented methodology to come up with an efficient strategy 
to approach diagnosis process.  
• Each test/procedure can provide one or more attributes that can be 
utilized to model the diagnosis process. The RL algorithm can be modified 
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to account for the multiple attribute information made available by 
conducting a single test when selecting an action.  
• The tests involved in the diagnosis process are considered independent of 
each other. Formal methods should be used to model joint probability 
distributions for the test outcomes.  
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